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Sorna to Support RADinfo SYSTEMS’ CD PowerPACS Customers 

 (Eagan, MN) July 11, 2013 -  Sorna Corporation, a global leader in digital medical image and data 

distribution systems, announced today that as a result of its settlement with RADinfo SYSTEMS, it 

has entered into an agreement to assume all service and support obligations for existing RADinfo CD 

PowerPACS customers. Cyrus Samari, Sorna’s Vice President of Sales and Marketing, stated “This 

agreement benefits the CD PowerPACS customers. They will have immediate access to Sorna’s 

solutions to automatically share medical images and reports using any combination of CD 

production, cloud sharing, and Secure DICOM Share.  

 

“RADinfo SYSTEMS is pleased that Sorna Corporation will assume service and support to all its 

existing CD PowerPACS clients. We are confident Sorna will continue to provide the excellent 

service that RADinfo’s end-users have enjoyed receiving over the past many years. RADinfo will be 

more focused on developing our new business for state-of-the-art cloud-based PACS products and 

services for the future,” stated Dr. Chen-Tai Ma, President and CEO of RADinfo SYSTEMS.  

 

About Sorna Corporation  
 

Headquartered in Eagan, Minnesota, Sorna is a privately-held corporation founded in October 1999. 

It designs and manufactures DICOM and IHE conformant products designed to facilitate the 

viewing, importing, storing, converting, distributing, direct, and cloud-based sharing of DICOM 

images and related medical data. Sorna's products include eXpedo DICOM sharing systems as well 

as the Reviewer™ software suite ranging from a free DICOM CD viewer, to CD importing, drag & 

drop DICOMization, EMR-enabled viewing, and administrative tools.  

 

About RADinfo SYSTEMS  
 

Established in 1993, RADinfo SYSTEMS develops and supports Windows and internet-based, 

DICOM-compliant software for cloud-based PACS, Teleradiology and image/information systems 

management. With products installed at hundreds of locations throughout the world, RADinfo 

SYSTEMS is also a systems integrator, bundling our software with modality and hardware 

manufacturers’ products to provide complete information and image management solutions backed 

by around-the-clock technical support. In addition to developing the interface software that exist on 

modalities today, the privately held RADinfo SYSTEMS supplies software products and system 

development for many major modality and healthcare product vendors. 

 


